


Our Vision
We have a vision and we are on a mission. We want to inspire
and be a positive addition to the people of the world.

By taking a stand on how we can build a brand from
scratch, not only thinking about growth in our
business, but growth on sustainable matters as well.

Building a healthy company that can inspire others to do the
same and keep evolving in an environmental way, that will help
turn old production and manufacturing into a more sustainable
way of producing everything for the consumers out there.

We want to build a brand that is focused on how to
have a healthy lifestyle, mentally, physically and
spiritually. This is in our DNA and we want to
contribute in as many ways as possible.

Our goal is to commercialise the holistic way of thinking and
inspire others to be a little greener. It's better for our health, the
world and the general economics when we start thinking about
each other and our planet with the things we do and consume.



Our Mission
Wellexir aims to be the household name in
supplements for the health conscious consumer
who values high quality, great taste, convenience
and care for our environment.

• PROMISE - Superior taste, no added  
sugar, all natural flavours and colour.  
Never aspartame!

• VISION - The most sustainable, trusted  
and valued effervescent brand in the  
world.

• GOAL - A tube full of bubbles for every  
person, to uplift their every day  life,  
again and again.



Our Ambassador
Being a superstar in the Nordics and Germany,
Medina’s dynamic lifestyle requires every help from
mother nature she can get. She educated herself in the
world of inner beauty, wellbeing and nature’s powers
and created Wellexir.
Her dream to find and share the ultimate
combination of vitamins to a healthier skin,
energy and vitality has come true. Are you
ready for it?
Medina is of Danish & Chilean heritage and has sold
over 500.000 singles and 130.000 albums. She has
10 international #1 hit-singles to her name and is an
example to a new generation that follow her by the
hundreds of thousands on Instagram alone.
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BEAUTY BUBBLES
Keep your skin, hair and nails looking their  

utmost best.

Get the benefits of the vitamins and minerals  
that allows your hair, skin and nails to shine.

Wellexir Beauty Bubbles contains Q10,  
Vitamin E, Vitamin C and Biotin.

Add a tablet to your water and enjoy a  
refreshing soft drink without added sugar.

Beauty Bubbles are vegan friendly with no bad  
stuff whatsoever.



FIT BUBBLES
Keep your blood sugar stable and your muscle  

functions at maximum.

We all want to be at our best all the time, so we  
created Fit Bubbles. We have packed this  
bubble with Vitamin D, Green Tea extract,

L-Carnitine and Chromium. To help you keep  
those bold sugar levels stable and your immune  

system and muscle functions at their top.

Add a tablet to your water and enjoy a great
tasting fitness drink drink. Perform Bubbles are
vegan friendly with no bad stuff whatsoever.



PERFORM BUBBLES
We all have these days when we need that lift,  

reduce tiredness and eliminate fatigue.

As the name suggests Perform Bubbles has been  
packed to the brim with Vitamin C, Magnesium,  

Zink and 8 different Vitamin Bs to boost your  
mental performance to the maximum.

Add a tablet to your water and enjoy a  
delicious soft drink. Perform Bubbles are vegan  

friendly with no bad stuff whatsoever.



POWER BUBBLES
This is the best way to kick start your active  

lifestyle, increase your alertness and uplifting  
your concentration.

These Power Bubbles, as the name suggests, will  
keep you going all day. Because we have  

packed this bubble to the brim with Vitamin B,  
Natrium, Chloride, Potassium, Calcium,  

Magnesium and Caffeine.

Drop a tablet of Power Bubbles in your water  
bottle and enjoy a great tasting soft drink.

Power Bubbles are vegan friendly with no bad  
stuff whatsoever.



BEAUTY COLLAGEN
Collagen plays a central role in keeping your skin wrinkle  

free, young and glowing.

From the age of 25 your body already starts to produce less  
collagen, which causes an increase in wrinkles and a  

reduction in firmness.

Hyaluronic acid acts like a sponge because the acid can  
retain its own weight 1000 times. This means that it helps the  
skin to absorb moisture and hold on to it. This acid reduces  

fine wrinkles and prevent them because it keeps the moisture  
in the skin.

Biotin contributes to maintain normal hair and skin .Vitamin C  
contributes to normal collagen formation for the normal  

function of skin and Iodine contributes to the maintenance of  
normal skin.



IMMUNE SUPPORT
This is the best way Your immune system is what keeps you  

healthy by fighting bacteria and viruses in your body.
The immune system works by identifying unwanted  

organisms, attacking and killing them and making sure  
they don’t mutate in the process.

To function properly the body needs a series of vitamins  
and minerals.

Immune Support contains high quality, evidence based  
ingredients, that helps maintain a normal functioning  

immune system:
Copper, Iron, Selenium, Zink, Folic Acid ,Vitamin C, B12,  

B6, D
That all contributes to maintaining a normally functioning  

immune system. Immune Support furthermore contains  
Manuka Honey, Bee Polllen, Ginger Root , Gelé Royal  

That are all widely used as natural ways to boost  
wellbeing.



COLLAGEN BUBBLES
Collagen Bubbles is a complete beauty drink  

with collagen, biotine and Q10!

From the age of 25 your body already starts to  
produce less collagen, which causes an  

increase in wrinkles and a reduction in firmness.

Boost your tap water with Wellexir Beauty  
Collagen Bubbles and enjoy a delicious soft  
drink with a refreshing taste of blueberry -

without added sugar -and get the benefits of  
the vitamins and minerals that allows your hair,  
skin and nails to look their best. Wellexir Beauty  

Bubbles contains Q10, biotin and collagen.



COLLAGE CREAMER
Collagen on the GO -with premium bovine  

peptide for everyday use, and the first in the  
market with daily free collagen coffee creamer  

for any hot drink. Now you can add a bit of  
beauty to your coffee or tea on the go as they  

say.



PREMIUM COLLAGE
Collagen on the GO -with premium bovine  

peptide for everyday use, and the first in the  
market with daily free collagen coffee creamer  

for any hot drink. Now you can add a bit of  
beauty to your coffee or tea on the go as they  

say.
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